You designed the ideal work vehicle and this is it.

We call it the Workman™ 3000. And you'll call it ideal because it does everything you want a work vehicle to do, but without all the limitations.

For instance, our Workman 3000 gives you the capacity and stability you need with the maneuverability you want. With the Workman 3000, you can carry payloads up to 2,600 lbs. — including the operator — and still have about as little ground pressure as a greens mower.

Yet, the Workman 3000 is extremely maneuverable. Its unique 70° power steering geometry gives you three-wheel maneuverability to get in and out of tight places without scuffing.

Another advantage of the Workman 3000 is you get virtually unlimited flexibility. Not only can you haul heavy loads, but you can use multibrand attachments — even a core collector and 5th wheel attachments.

Plus, you can split the cargo system into virtually any configuration that suits your operation. Mid and rear mount PTOs, a category I rear hitch, and Toro attachments let you do just about everything: lift, tow, dump, spray, spread, level, condition, saw, trim, wash, top dress and more. The only limit is your imagination.

To find out exactly how ideal the Workman 3000 can be for you, contact MTI Distributing Co. for all the details.
What is it with this weather anyway??? As superintendents, like farmers, we have conditioned ourselves to deal with, ignore or just plain put up with weather and the control it has over our lives. BUT, what many of our peers have gone through this past winter with ice and disease leading to turf loss and now the flooding this past month, even the most laid-back people must be wondering, “When is this all going to end??” My hopes and prayers are, that by the time you read this we will be on our way to a “normal” growing season that will allow our turf and our peers to recover. We are all busy this time of year with short staffing and more work to accomplish than is possible, but please take time out to collect your thoughts and think of others in our profession who have been dealt a bad hand this season. If you know someone who is really struggling with all this, please take the time to offer your support and encouragement, Lord knows we could all use a lift from a friend now and then.

On March 20th a group of superintendents got together for a bull session at the Owatonna Country Club maintenance center. I know that others get together from time to time and discuss concerns of mutual interest. As editor I would like to say KUDOS to those of you who do take the time to share information with each other. At our meeting, Steve VanNatta had each of us fill out a brief survey related to our greens management; he then made copies for each of us to have. We were all very candid on what was working and what was not on our courses. Good stuff to share!!

THANKS to Mike Nelson, Rush Creek, and Dave Sime, Benson, for your contributions this month. Great articles and pictures. Also thanks to Brian Kenney, Precision Turf for taking several pictures as he was out and about calling on superintendents. Please feel free to send me your thoughts about a topic or project at your course. It does not need to be written perfectly, I will be glad to work it over and get it ready for publication. Please have items to me by the 10th of the month. Thanks!!

A REMINDER that July 1, 1997 marks the date that the affiliation agreement with GCSAA goes into effect. After July 1, you must join both the state and national associations. UP until that time, you will be grandfathered in and only have to belong to one association if you choose. However, I would encourage you to strongly consider joining both the MGCSA and the GCSAA. The flow of information and resources available by both of our associations is significant. If you need assistance in convincing your employer to support your dues in these professional associations, please give our state office or GCSAA a call.

— Rob Panuska, Editor
SOFTPAVE GOLF SPIKE TOUGH, CARPET COMFORTABLE

Golf courses coast-to-coast are discovering SOFTPAVE, a resilient rubber tile that combines unrivaled underfoot comfort with golf spike resistance. Use it anywhere in your club or course.

SOFTPAVE stands up to spikes like nothing else on the market, yet its cushioned feel is incredibly comfortable.

SOFTPAVE can be used indoors or outdoors over a variety of substrates. It comes in five different colors to complement your club's design and is available in a plain or pattern-top surface.

Finally, SOFTPAVE is made from recycled tire rubber, so it's great for the environment.

In every region of the country, SOFTPAVE customers tell the stories of its success.

Sycamore Hills Golf Club, Fort Wayne, Indiana, put SOFTPAVE over concrete in the cart return area to prevent golfers from slipping, according to Dan Munson, clubhouse manager. "It looks as good as the day we put it down 2½ years ago," he said.

When moisture caused carpet tiles to lift at the Bay Hill Club, Orlando, Florida, management installed SOFTPAVE on a breezeway subject to high spike traffic. It has worked so well that the club is considering applying SOFTPAVE in other areas.

"The comfort is great. The tile has a nice, cushiony feel," said Peter Condon, general manager. "From a spike standpoint, it's excellent."

The New Richmond Golf Club in Wisconsin protected a recreational deck with SOFTPAVE more than 2½ years ago. "It's comfortable to walk on, and the color hasn't faded in the sun," said General Manager Gary Johnson.

Call 800-869-1079 for free samples and to learn how SOFTPAVE can improve your facility.
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